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2-[18F]-FDG-PET in the Differential Diagnosis Between Alzheimer’s 
Disease and Frontotemporal Dementia
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Resumo

O diagnóstico diferencial entre Doença de 
Alzheimer e Demência Frontotemporal baseia-
se na avaliação clínica, no entanto a PET com 
2-[18F]-FDG permite o reconhecimento de 
diferentes padrões de metabolismo que são úteis 
na distinção destas entidades.
Apresentamos o caso de um doente com suspeita 
clínica de Demência Frontotemporal e que 
realizou PET com 2-[18F]-FDG que evidenciou 
padrão de metabolismo característico de Doença 
de Alzheimer.
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Abstract

The differential diagnosis between Alzheimer’s 
Disease and Frontotemporal Dementia is 
based on clinical evaluation, however 2-[18F]-
FDG-PET allows the recognition of  different 
metabolism patterns that are useful to distinguish 
these entities.
We present the case of  a patient with the clinical 
suspicion of  Frontotemporal Dementia who 
underwent 2-[18F]-FDG-PET, which showed a 
metabolism pattern characteristic of  Alzheimer’s 
Disease.
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 Images of  Interest / Imagens de Interesse

A 69-year-old male patient with progressive memory and 
behavioral deficits underwent cranioencephalic magnetic 
resonance imaging (CE MRI) which revealed predominant 
parietal cortical atrophy. Due to the marked behavioral 
changes and the clinical suspicion of  Frontotemporal 
Dementia (FTD), he was referred for a brain positron 
emission tomography (PET) study with Fluorine-18 (2-[18F]-
FDG) fluorodeoxyglucose. Images acquired 30 minutes 
after intravenous administration of  241 MBq of  2-[18F]-
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FDG showed a marked reduction in radiopharmaceutical 
uptake in the bilateral parietal cortex, especially in the 
precuneus (and posterior cingulate), moderate in the bilateral 
temporal cortex and less evident in the front. This essentially 
posterior pattern of  hypometabolism is more suggestive of  a 
neurodegenerative disease of  the central nervous system of  
the temporoparietal type, namely Alzheimer’s Disease(AD)
(Fig. 1).

 Figure 1 – Brain PET with 2-[18F]-FDG showing bilateral temporoparietal hypometabolism, most evident in the precuneus and posterior 
cingulate, suggestive of  Alzheimer’s dementia.
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Brain PET with 2-[18F]-FDG reflects the consumption of  
glucose by glial cells, which produce adenosine triphosphate, 
allowing the normal functioning of  the neuronal synapse. 
Consequently, it is a sensitive study in the detection of  
metabolism patterns that are characteristic of  each dementia, 
being particularly useful in the differential diagnosis between 
AD and FTD.1 Glucose hypometabolism in the anterior 
temporal, frontal, and anterior cingulate regions is frequently 
found in patients with FTD, while hypometabolism in the 
temporoparietal, precuneus, and posterior cingulate regions 
is more common in patients with early-stage AD, where, 
as disease progresses, there is involvement of  the frontal 
cortex.2 

Clinically, it is important to differentiate patients with FTD 
from those with AD, as FTD patients may experience serious 
adverse effects when treated with cholinesterase inhibitors.3
In the present clinical case, the patient presented a picture 
dominated by behavioral alterations that raised the diagnostic 
hypothesis of  FTD and the 2-[18F]-FDG PET not only 
confirmed the presence of  frontal involvement, but also 
evidenced the hypometabolism of  posterior predominance, in 
accordance with the findings of  the previous morphological 
examination (MR CE) and suggestive of  AD.
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